SPRING 2010

Planning Matters
Vanessa Sanderson
majority (over 1500) related to the potential strategic
development site options. Of these, the sites that
attracted the greatest number of comments were site
In autumn last year Horsham DC invited comments on
option 7 east of Billingshurst (around 820) and site
the Core Strategy Review Consultation document from
Option 9 North Heath/Adversane (around 560). With
people who had an interest in the District’s future and
the exception of these two sites the number of
the Council have now analyzed all the responses.
comments received was evenly spread across the
Around 2400 comments were received from individuals remainder of the sites and issues in the consultation
and organisations including the Rudgwick Preservation document. The comments will now be considered in
Society. Of the comments received a very large
detail in the preparation of the Preferred
Strategy which will be progressed over the
spring and published for consultation in the
late summer. A number of technical studies
have been commissioned in order to probe
A second booklet of local many of the issues raised and these include
walks
examination of the locally generated housing
needs, affordable housing viability, retail needs
by Roger Nash
and infrastructure delivery.

Local Development Framework Core
Strategy

Still available!

Walks Around Rudgwick Attention will be focused on a short list of site
On sale at the
options to ascertain from the further work
AGM / Spring Meeting whether they are appropriate and deliverable
Also available in Rudgwick
from
Secretts and The Mucky
Duck
(and at pubs or shops in villages covered by the
walks)

£2.50 to members
Walks start at
King’s Head, Rudgwick
Mucky Duck, Tisman’s Common
Wheatsheaf, Ellen’s Green,
Onslow Arms, Loxwood,
Red Lyon, Slinfold,
Sussex Oak/Greets, Warnham

for inclusion in the preferred strategy. Of the
nine site options the Council will not now
proceed with further work on sites at Faygate,
Chesworth Farm (South Horsham),
Adversane/North Heath and Pulborough as
potential strategic development locations in the
period 2026. It will now focus its attention on
sites West of Ifield, North Horsham, West of
Southwater and East of Billingshurst with
parallel feasibility work taking place on a
possible new market town in the Gatwick SubRegion jointly with neighbouring authorities.

Regional Planning
The South East England Partnership Board
(SEEPB) has agreed a programme for the
preparation of the new Regional Strategy
(which will replace the South East Plan (SEP)
by September 2013, assuming the current
regional planning arrangements are
maintained after the forthcoming General
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Election. Work on this will be important in terms of the
Core Strategy Review and the extent to which further
provisions for the period to 2031 are being examined.

Development Management
Consultation on a draft new Planning Policy Statement
(PPS) on Development Management and on draft
policy annexes on the pre application and
determination stages has been published by the
Government which is considering the proposal to move
away from traditional development management to
handling development proposals in a new way.
The consultation document indicates that Development
Management is a proactive approach to shaping,
considering, determining and delivering development
proposals. It will be led by the Local Planning
Authority (LPA) working closely with those proposing
developments and other stakeholders. It will be
undertaken in the spirit of partnership and
inclusiveness and supports delivery of key priorities
and outcomes. The document goes on to state that
the traditional ‘development control’ approach to
managing development proposals has focussed on
processing planning applications and enforcing
contraventions which is often reactive and cautious.
The intended approach is supported by the fact that
Local Development Frameworks have moved away
from strictly land use towards plans which will provide
strategic vision and objectives for the future of an area
over time. It concluded that by adopting the new
approach it will enable Local Planning Authorities with
their local communities and stakeholders to promote
and achieve the vision and objectives in their
development plans and sustainable community
strategies.

Waverley Housing Options
Consultation
Rudgwick Preservation Society has always taken an
active interest in planning matters in the Waverley
District area since the boundaries are closely linked to
our own and any development will impact on Rudgwick
and the Horsham District. Waverley Borough Council is

preparing its plan to guide where new homes should
go and they are required by the SE Plan to provide for
at least 5,000 new homes in the period 2006-2026.
Although the planning application for a new town at
Dunsfold Park was turned down by the Government on
appeal, following overwhelming opposition by the local
residents there still exists a risk that the scheme may
be revived which is a significant concern of the Stop
Dunsfold New Town Campaign and you may follow
links on their website. Information on the Waverley
Borough consultation may be viewed by following the
links to the Council’s website www.waverley.gov.uk.

Gatwick Airport
The Preservation Society supports the Gatwick Area
Conservation Campaign (GACC) and we receive their
regular Newsletter. You can get more detailed
information about their work by going to their web site
www.gacc.org.uk . Global Infrastructure Partners
(GIP) bought Gatwick Airport on 7th December 2009 for
£1.5 billion. GIP is an investment fund with a head
office in New York and 49 investing partners of whom
the main ones are Credit Suisse and General Electric.
Whilst there will not be a second runway in the
foreseeable future it is disappointing that Crawley
Borough Council gave planning permission for an
expansion of the North Terminal to allow Gatwick to
grow to 40 million passengers a year. This will mean
20,000 extra flights more than the previous peak or
40,000 more flights than at present. In practice,
however traffic at Gatwick is still down. In the calendar
year 2009 the number of passengers was under 32.4
million compared to over 35 million in 2007.
The science of climate change has suffered a battering
recently but even so it was illogical that at the same
time as giving planning permission for development
which will create more damaging CO2 emissions than
the total for the whole of Crawley, Crawley Borough
Council were urging all their residents to sign The
Crawley Pledge on Climate Change, promising to fit
low energy light bulbs, cycle to work and ‘save a flush’
in the toilet cistern.

Important Announcement
New Web site and members e-mail addresses
The Society now has a web site. Although in its infancy and still being developed it will
provide us with a wonderful opportunity to keep our members informed and to promote
Rudgwick to the wider community.
www.rudgwick-rps.org.uk
A good number of you kindly gave us your email address at the last meeting. If you did
not do so, and you receive email, please give me your address simply by sending a blank
email to rjnash@weyhurst.co.uk, with the heading RPS. Alternatively there will be an
opportunity to write it down at the meeting on 26th April.
We will be able to remind you of our events, alert you to what is going on in the Parish,
or, dare I say it, remind you to pay your subs!
Roger Nash
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A collection of tales and memories of bygone Rudgwick by

Malcolm Francis
Village Jottings

Charley Tate, who was born in Rudgwick towards the end
of the nineteenth century was my wife’s great uncle.
Following his death his notebooks of family history and
historical/ interesting facts about Rudgwick came into our
possession. Charley loved Rudgwick and planned to write
a book about it, hence the notebooks, but sadly died
suddenly before he achieved this ambition. Amongst the
notes he made records of chance meetings with old
residents the village. Those recorded in the early years of
the twentieth century with elderly people gave a vital
insight into nineteenth century events.

of the new railway (the line was built between 1880 -1885)
when he walked up Lynwick Street, money had been
demanded. The culprits were caught by a Policeman

Below are just a couple of extracts from his notebooks;
“Village Stocks: These used to be at the bottom of Church
Street Hill, Opposite Church Hill House. James Tate (my
uncle) sawed off the stumps and was paid two pence by
the Churchwarden, old Sendall. He was also the butcher
and let his sheep run all over the churchyard to graze”.
8th

“June
1932, I ran against Ephraim Sheppard in Lynwick
Street. He is now 77 years of age, very intelligent brain in
good condition. He states that he was born in the last
house in Lynwick Street, close to Steve Ireland ( aged 84)
Sheppard married Steve’s sister. Sheppard told me that
his father and also Daniel Peryer from Rudgwick along
with William Saxe of Five Oaks enlisted in the army in
Guildford on the same day. Sheppard and Saxe went into
the East India Regiment, Daniel Peryer went into the
Grenadier Guards. Ephraim Sheppard has in his
possession a Bible given to his father on enlistment; his
father had written on a leaf “Marched from Guildford to
London, January 1821, on a cold snowy morning”.
The Bible is still in good condition and he very much
wanted me to have it. Ephraim’s father went out to Botany
Bay, Australia as a guard to a convict ship in the 1830’s
and then went on a survey tour. He states the natives
were entirely naked but very friendly. After doing his time
in the army, Sheppard came out as a Pay Sergeant with a
pension of 14 shillings a week, and lived down at the old
work house (now The Fox Inn) where he was the last
master before it was closed in 1844, he then moved to
Lynwick Street”
Ephraim Sheppard’s father had a cider mill and said that
my grandfather and Jim Freeman came round every
Sunday morning. The Rev Matthews, then vicar of
Rudgwick used often to come down; he was Chaplain to
the East India Regiment, with Sheppard, before becoming
Vicar of Rudgwick. The Miss Nelsons, who lived in the
Parsonage, also used to come down; they were cousins of
Lord Nelson of Trafalgar, and were “very nice people with
no silly pride”.
Ephraim’s father also recalled that “the Rev. Matthews
was once attacked by navvies working on the construction

Nelson’s Window in Rudgwick Church
named Haines, who in those days wore a top hat! The
vicar was a very generous man and gave all his money to
the poor”
Rev Matthews was the Vicar of Rudgwick from 1833 to
1865. He is commemorated in a stained glass window in
the Chancel of Rudgwick Church, close to the organ, and
opposite a memorial window dedicated to Miss Adelaide
Nelson. A fitting footnote to this story.

Steam Radio
..and some ancient TV
The reception of radio and television, now taken for
granted in Rudgwick, has not always been so good.
Radio technology did advance rapidly from the early days
of the 1920’s crystal sets, and it was in the 1930’s that
there was a boom in the ownership of affordable domestic
radios sets. I have still some old radio magazines that my
father bought which catered for keen radio constructors;
there were on offer dozens of radio sets to build or buy
ready assembled. One forgets just how keen people were
to learn the new technology; a trend that was repeated in
the 1980’s when Personal Computers were suddenly
affordable especially when built by the keen home
constructor.
The following extract from the Parish Magazine for 1937
illustrates how the village was already relying on radio for
major events; this was the report of King George VI’s
Coronation Day;
“While the great doings were on in London our village was
determined not to be left out. In the Church there was an
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early celebration of Holy Communion, when a few
gathered to begin the day with prayers for their King and
Queen on this their Coronation Day. Then during the
morning most of the people listened-in on their own
wireless sets, but owing to a breakdown of the MidSouthern electric power and light system, those whose
sets derived their power from the mains, could not make
use of them. However, people who live in Cox Green were
more fortunate, and they invited friends to their houses,
and little gatherings sat silently round, listening to the great
pageant of the processions and the Service in the Abbey.”

The shop on the corner of Station Road
The radio set became the focal point of the family’s
attention, especially in the dark days of the Second World
War, and I think that one forgets in this television age just
how much entertainment and companionship those old
“steam radios” brought. Many of us can remember older
relations and friends sitting around an open fire listening to
their favourite radio programmes; some of us can
remember such programmes as “Mrs Dale’s Diary”, a
radio soap opera about a doctor’s wife and also “ Those
Were the Days “ , a radio programme of dance hall music.
The domestic radios of that era were usually housed in a
large wooden cabinet, or the early brown plastic Bakelite.
Some had Art Deco speaker grilles, a sunbeam motif was
a favourite design. One wonders how much history was
heard through those dusty grilles .My parent’s radio was
typical of this type, it was an HMV (His Master’s Voice)
with its famous listening dog emblem.
Radio sets in those days operated in the Medium and
Long wave bands only. The radio’s reception was very
poor in the evening with a lot of interference from
overseas stations. This was due changes in the reflection
characteristics of the ionosphere after dark causing the
distant radio station signals to interfere with the
programmes broadcast by the BBC. To a child the
frequent crackles and whistles, the glowing dials with
unfamiliar names such as Hilversum, Droitwich, Prague
and Vatican all added to the mystery. Some years later
when as a teenager one discovered radio Luxembourg the

poor reception was ignored as one listened to the latest
pop songs!
My parent’s radio set ran on a mixture of batteries, the low
voltage one had to be recharged at the local garage in
Bucks Green; most garages had a battery charging
service. They were often called by their old name, an
accumulator, hence many old garages stated
“Accumulators charged”. It was not until the mid 1950’s
that all of Rudgwick was on mains electricity; Tismans
Common and the lower part of Lynwick Street were the
last to be connected to the mains supply. While small, dry
battery, portable radios, using
miniature valves, were
appearing, transistor radios did
not come on to the market until
the very late 1950’s.
Occasionally my father and I
visited the village’s little radio
shop that was located at the top
of Station Road. You will recall
that the building was in its last
years part of Station Garage but
had in its time had been a hair
saloon, an antiques shop and
years before Barclays Bank!
The radio shop was run by Mr
Reg Luff; it was like a small
museum for radios, with faded
curtains sagging across the
plate glass windows. There
seemed to be dozens of radios
waiting to be repaired or
possibly, considering the layers
of dust on them, simply forgotten
by their owners. The introduction of VHF, a much higher
frequency band, was introduced to broadcast the BBC
radio stations giving greatly improved reception, but made
many old radios redundant.
Television, just the single BBC channel, started
transmissions just before the Second World War but was
closed down for the duration and made little impact on the
rural post-war, world of the village for some time after
restarting, as TV sets were very expensive and unreliable.
The first boom in television set sales came in early 1953,
when everyone wanted to see the Coronation of the
Queen. Many people bought their first television set at that
time and, of course, invited all their less fortunate friends
and neighbours to watch the great events on a tiny black
and white screen. The average picture size was only 8
inches.
The mid-1950s saw the introduction of an independent
commercial television station, ITV, and there was a
considerable status (if you were keeping up with the
Joneses) in having the new channel and an additional
aerial adorning your chimney. (though equally there was
some inverse snobbery as people claimed that they would
never watch such a channel). The initial reception of ITV
meant that an additional set top box had to be bought just
to receive that second channel. Soon television sets were
produced that could receive both BBC and ITV , all in one
box. One then had the choice of two television channels,
such luxury…
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Rudgwick had a problem with TV reception for years,
though this was improved with the building of the Isle of
Wight transmitters. However, large aerial arrays festooned
many chimneys and the situation became worse with the
introduction of the new 625 line system in 1964 in
readiness for colour broadcasting, which started 4 years
later. Some wit suggested that the new horizontal “ toast
rack” aerials were for the comfort of birds.
I will digress a little at this point. I worked for a local TV
servicing company in the 1960’s, which became a boom
time for domestic TV ownership. Do you remember the
original BBC2 logo - a kangaroo ? The introduction of the
new channel meant that many people had to have it, at all
costs. The television sets produced were quite complex in
order to receive the two systems, and at that time colour
sets were not on the market. One forgets in these days of
constant TV programmes how through a large part of the
day there was only the Trade Test Card transmitted on all
TV channels except for the regular schools programmes.
There was a good variety of music broadcast to
accompany those test cards; and I am sure that this is how
a lot of people were introduced to a variety of classical
music, Vivaldi’s Four Seasons was one such piece that
was transmitted every day at the same time; one could set
your watch by it!
Schools programmes were often introduced by a familiar
signature tune as the seconds to the start of the
programme were counted down; the classical music used
for a long time was called a Finale to a Dance Suite by
Thomas Arne. (For those that are interested in such
nostalgia one can find it on the internet by typing in “subtv , ITV Schools” which will, I am sure, bring back a lot of
memories).
Another interesting thing about those days when a test
card was transmitted for a large part of the day was that
each transmitter was identified, therefore here in Rudgwick
the caption was Chillerton Down (the highest point on the
Isle of Wight). Under certain atmospheric conditions TV
signals will travel a lot further than usual, causing
interference from a distant station., the signals are literally
competing with each other. One day when “our”
transmitter had gone off air suddenly the television set
displayed “ North Hessary Tor, which is the highest point
on Dartmoor! One always remembers the test card with a
little girl next to a little blackboard of nought’s and crosses,
its official title was Test Card F. Each part of that picture
was designed to assess the performance of the TV
system. With the imminent introduction of colour TV quite
often a series of documentaries were broadcast
throughout the day for test purposes; they were in their
own right very interesting programmes; my favourite one
was the Garden of England, a dazzling film about Kent that
was voiced over by John Betjeman. (This too can be found
on the internet).
Rudgwick had excellent reception once the Midhurst
transmitter was built; an automatic station repeating the
Isle of Wight transmissions. It was planned to be 200 feet
higher but that was not permitted because of potential air
traffic hazards.
The introduction of digital and satellite television now gives
one an infinite choice of radio and television reception.
with excellent picture and sound quality; though it seems
to have lost some of the charm and magic of the earlier

times. How far it seems from an incident recalled by my
father that happened in Loxwood many years ago. An
elderly man was listening to the chimes of Big Ben on his
first radio. He looked up at the clock tower on the “big
house” Loxwood Chase, and was heard to say “The BBC
are slow by Loxwood Chase Clock”….

A Summer’s Railway
Memory
The branch line that served Rudgwick ran from Christ’s
Hospital station through Slinfold, Rudgwick, Baynards,
Cranleigh ,Wonersh ( Bramley) before slipping into
Guildford. It was a victim of the Beeching Axe in 1965
having run for one hundred years. There are now strong
moves to reopen the line down to Cranleigh. A lot of the
infrastructure has been left in place ( other than crossing
the A281 near Shalford). The line was steam until its
closure. Occasionally, on a summer’s evening there were
excursion trains, sometimes double headed (two
locomotives in tandem) that were routed from Brighton to
Reading, through Rudgwick’s branch line to Guildford. The
sound of locomotives struggling up the incline to Baynards
tunnel was quite emotive as the beat of the engines
became slower and slower as the long train was
swallowed up by the deep cutting south of the tunnel.
Quite often hot embers, that had been blasted out by the
engines, set off line side fires that then crept into the
adjoining hay fields. Mr Dean, who owned Greathouse
Farm in Lynwick Street for many years, recalled that when
he claimed compensation for fire damage to his hay crop
an insurance agent from British Rail arrived one dark night
months later to inspect the damage, better late then never!
There is some poetic licence in the following poem
because of the incline from Rudgwick station. Heavy trains
could not stop because the incline was too steep to restart;
even normal service trains often lost traction when heading
towards Guildford on a winter’s morning. One heard a
sudden “chuff, chuff, chuff” echoing across the village on
most frosty mornings as the driving wheels spun
attempting to gain a grip.

The Summer Excursion.
Yes I remember Rudgwick because one weekend of
heat,
The train drew up there, unwontedly, it was late June,
The steam hissed, someone cleared his throat, no one
left, no one came,
On that bare platform what I saw was Rudgwick, only
the name,
And dark hangers of Hornbeam, Hawthorn and old
Sussex Oak,
And pastures dry under dusk’s fading sky.
After a minute the station was gone,
Our train climbing and climbing to a tunnel’s dark portal
Whilst hot coals peppered the dry banks close by.
Soon smouldered small hayfields past Gaskyns and
Greathouse,
As clouds of slow smoke joined the dark summer sky.
(Apologies to Edward Thomas)
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The Road from London to Arundel
Roger Nash
The Road from LONDON to ARVNDEL
com Sufsex
By JOHN OGILBY Esq
His Maties Cofmographer
Containing 55 miles 4 Furlongs vizt
From ye Standard in Cornhill to Ewel 14 to Letherhead
5m5fur to Mickleham 2:1 to Darking 2:5 to Billinghurst 17
To Amberley 9:7 to Houghton 1:4 to ARVNDEL 2:6
With the continuation
From ARVNDEL to CHICHESTER 10:4
Imagine, a rich merchant needs to travel from the City
of London to Chichester in the year 1675. How might
he get there? There is no map, as such, but John
Ogilby, commissioned as “HM Cosmographer and
Geographick Printer” by King Charles II, has just
published his novel strip road maps in an atlas,
Britannia, the first such atlas in Europe. No need to
worry about it getting out of date – this map will remain
available to travellers for at least 200 years, almost
unchanged except for the name at the top, as several
copies were made, e.g., Senex, 1719, Bowen, 1720,
Kitchin 1767.
Ogilby surveyed 73 roads altogether, of which 31
started in London, and 5 crossed Sussex.1 This map is
No 4. The map was made before stage coaches had
become common. The merchant is to undertake the
journey on horseback. His main fears are highway
robbery and the mud. Oh! The mud! Stories of the
stretch from ‘Darking’ to ‘Pulborow’ fill him with dread.
A lone traveller needed to know how to get to his
destination, what wrong turnings there were, hills and
rivers to cross, towns for food and lodging,
blacksmiths for his horse, etc., for in only just one mile,
he will be out of Southwark and into the countryside!
The “standard” in Cornhill, on the junction with
Leadenhall Street was where miles were measured
from. In 1582 it was the site of London’s first
mechanical water pump, discontinued in 1603, so
already history long before. It was John Ogilby who
standardised the British mile to 1,760 yards, or 8
furlongs.
Ogilby’s route, somewhat bizarre in certain stretches,
seen from a C21st perspective, was presumably in use
before 1675. At ‘Stone Street’ (Ockley), where he
called it ‘Ye Causeway’, a raised road, and through
Billingshurst, the Roman Stane Street was utilised as it

is today. This led to there being two Ockleys, with
inns lined up on the Causeway, and hardly anyone
living near the church (accentuated later when the
road was turnpiked in 1755).
From north of Darking to entering Sufsex
From the centre of ‘Letherhead’ to the centre of
‘Darking’, the route was clear cut, alongside the Mole,
passing through a hachured lozenge representing
Leatherhead and Fetcham Downs where today the
A24 dual carriageway has speed and lane restrictions.
Ogilby fails to show either the river or how it follows
the gap in the downs. The sharp bend is where an
Italian restaurant is now, but then the road turned into
Mickleham, passing the church, rejoining the C20th
bypass (the first dual carriageway bypass in the
country) to cross the Mole at Burford Bridge, and a rill
(Pip Brook). ‘The way to London’ is the A25 east, via
Reigate. ‘Debden’ is Dene St to Deepdene. The road
into ‘Darking’, ‘a large town of good reception’, is High
Street, and leaves by South Street at its junction with
West Street, over low hills shown by Ogilby (Butter Hill
and Rose Hill), and ominously passing the gallows on
the left.
From this point on please refer to the maps on pages
7 and 8. To get to Ockley from Dorking, the route
went up Coldharbour Lane heading for Leith Hill,
through Coldharbour (though it is doubtful there was
much habitation there in 1675). The modern map
shows a house called Milepost, exactly 25 miles from
Cornhill, which is reassuring, and at mile 26 there is
Robbing Gate. Footpaths left and right here went to
Horsham and ‘Avingery’ (Abinger) respectively. After a
turn to ‘Gunshal’ (Gomshall), probably the byway
Wolven Lane, the merchant reaches mile 28 south of
Coldharbour, where the hills and woodland are drawn.
Many readers will be astonished that the narrow lane
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on Leith Hill was the King’s Highway, over which
livestock , pedestrians and horses moved, and timber
and iron from the Sussex Weald were hauled in oxdrawn carts, mainly in Summer. The greensand hills
were dryer but the lanes sunken from constant wear
and erosion. The 1755 turnpike took a lower route
across Holmwood Common (A24), still eschewing the
Roman line.
The King’s Highway was a legal term
established in the C13th that defined
the free and common way, over
which travellers passed, as the
King’s Highway for ever. It limited
rights to private tolls (including
bridges), except by royal license rights and freedoms we still possess.
Road closure even for a day is
difficult.
Careful study of the route on the 1st
Ed OS map and the modern Explorer
map indicates the route then goes
steeply down Broomehall Lane, but
instead of following today’s lane all
the way down, travellers were
directed through Broome Hall. The
route followed the private drive on
the modern map. A later landowner
had it diverted in the early 1900s,
rejoining Broomehall Lane at mile 29.
A turning to Albury may be a footpath
towards Sheep Green, a lost
connection to the Forest Green road
(the only turn not a right of way
today). Stane Street (A29) is rejoined
north of Ockley.
Notice that Ockley is not named –
the part of the village facing the
common on the A29 was then known
as ‘Stone Street’. ‘Street’ referred
more to a settlement than a road (cf
Lynwick Street). The turn to
Guildford is via Forest Green. A very
determined rider might make 30
miles on a good day to stay at an inn
here, but more likely he would have stayed the night at
Dorking, tackling Coldharbour with horse and rider
refreshed the next morning.
At the unlabelled cross roads, bridleways go to
Okewood Mill and Waleys Lane. ‘Ye Causeway’ led
then as now to the turning to Okewood Hill. We enter
more familiar territory. The turnpike south to Marches
Road, Warnham was not built until 1812 when it linked
to a branch of the new Horsham and Guildford turnpike
from Clemsfold. Previously, the King’s Highway
followed Stane Street for a further 100 yards before
turning to pass Hale and cross the ‘Oke fluv’ (Latin
flumen, river) on a ‘Wood bridg’, then up the steep
Okewood Hill. At 32 miles from Cornhill, just one
house marks Okewood village.

Entering Sufsex (and Ridgwick) to Billinghurst
At mile 33, now in Rudgick parish, the first alternative
route is offered. Does this signify that our roads were
so awful that you were lucky you get through at all,
even in Summer? The answer must be ‘yes’! Coaches,
and probably horse riders too, did not travel at all in
winter, and there are many stories of travellers walking
miles when the coach could not get
through in any season. Once off the
causeway, the traveller and coachman
alike took a risk proceeding south. As
an aside, I have a quotation (1879)
from the diary of local antiquarian
Frank Evershed (WSRO) relating to
my family, living at Ridge Farm,
Rowhook, attempting to visit relatives.
“John Cooke…used to visit his
grandfather Nash…remembers a party
starting thence to drive to Newdigate,
after two hours back they come,
covered with mud, couldn’t get along
Honey Lane!”
Honey Lane (which was the lane
towards Monks, then right, passing
Honeybush Farm on a wide bridleway
to Honeylane Farmhouse) looks to be
a short cut to be used in desperation if
the main route via Broadstone Farm,
then passing the junction with Furzen
Lane (‘to Guildford’) was impassable.
Even today the road lies very wet
there.
Ogilby wrote: “…the forward Way
leading through Honey-lane, to avoid
the Dirtynefs of which you turn to the
right….. Acute turnings to be avoided:
the Left, along Honey Lane, uniting
again… the Left by Screw Bridge,
uniting again”2.
Evershed calls Horsham Road,
Rowhook, the Ockley to Billingshurst
turnpike, in what may be a reference
to its old use as a coach road. The
1830 turnpike from Ellens Green was
along Furzen Lane, then to Rowhook. He too refers to
farmers calling their land ‘dirty’. The phrase ‘to go
clean through…’ meant travelling in good conditions.
At mile 35 in ‘Rohooke’, the left hand turn to ‘ye Screw
bridge to Horsham’ is the modern Rowhook Road to
Strood Green, an ancient Warnham/Slinfold parish
boundary road, which continues across the A29 as a
one-way lane emerging at Slaughter Bridge (North
River) on A281. So was Slaughter Bridge ‘Screw
bridge’? Is ‘screw’ a poorly understood rendering of
‘Strood’? ‘Slaughterford Bridge’ was built c1636
(evidently to replace a ford) on the ancient route3 west
from Horsham. Slaughterford (Ends Place) was a
manor known for its timber for the navy in the C17th, so
not an insignificant name. Maybe, some locals called it
Strood Bridge.
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However, Ogilby’s route left this road, turning right
where the Chequers Inn is now, up a little lane to the
crest of the hill in Rudgwick parish. Here, there was a
further alternative route, this time associated with the
steep hill and the crossing of the
Arun, where there were two
bridges (as now), one at
Alfoldean and one at Dedisham.
The first follows the pre-turnpike
alignment of Stane Street
directly downhill to Roman Gate,
then follows the A29, the second
follows the bridleway towards
Rudgwick, turning south on a
less steep meandering footpath
through Roman Woods to
Furnace Barn, over where the
A281 would later be constructed
in 1810, to ‘Detsum Place’
(Dedisham), then due south (not
the bridleway to Clapgate Lane
as might be expected) to rejoin
the direct route at Park Street,
Slinfold (marked ‘to Horsham’).
Both Ogilby routes would have
been very difficult on the hill, as
was the bridleway to the steep
gill north of Furnace Pond that
continues west to Hermongers,
Hyes and Rudgwick. the latter is
not mapped on Ogilby’s route;
his turning ‘to Ridgwick’ is the
one at the foot of the hill,
passing through what is now
Furnace Lakes fishery, to Hyes).
His bends closely match those
on the footpath, much to his
credit as a surveyor. The 17th
century saw the final flowering of
Dedisham ironworks, giving
greater importance to these
roads, such as they were.
The landscape of Dedisham was
very different in the C17th. To the west of the bridge
was a hammer pond (‘pond bay’ on modern maps), to
the east the river, Rudgwick parish boundary, had
been diverted to form a moat around Dedisham – the
bridge being exactly where the two channels, and the
canal to the pond, diverged from each other, a logical
bridging point.
After Park Street, Slinfold, the next turning, also ‘to
Horsham’ is Hayes Lane, followed by an acute angle
right ‘to Ridgwick’ at Buckman Corne (sic)’, the corner
still so named today at Haven Road. There is neither
reference to Five Oaks nor to the road to Horsham,
the latter a new turnpike route in 18114. Nevertheless,
Philp refers to Ogilby calling Buckman Corner a small
village. We know it better as Five Oaks.
From mile 32 in Okewood Hill through Rudgwick to
mile 38, we can safely say were six of the worst miles
that the Weald Clay could throw at rider and horse,

completely impassable in the worst of winters, and at
times in the best. We should also not forget that the
period when this map was used was the Little Ice Age
of very cold winters!
The horse rider must have been
ready for a gallop or at least a
canter on the straight from
Slinfold to Billingshurst, where
he would find accommodation
at one of the inns. Am I being
optimistic that Stane Street was
better surfaced? Probably. The
one other junction of note here
is Okehurst Lane ‘to Green’:
Wisborough Green, via
Newbridge, of course.
Billingshurst (spelt with an ‘s’ on
the map itself) boasts the first
church spire on the route since
Epsom, and roads left to
‘Chillington’ (sic) and ‘West
Grinsted’, and right to ‘Green’
again. An unexpected name
occurs at the end of this strip –
‘Mulsey’, at mile 42, which is
the name of a farm a mile south
at Brinsbury. At the Adversane
crossroads is ‘Mulsey’, a few
houses indicating a settlement.
Mulsey may have been a
mistaken name for Adversane.
‘Newbridge’ refers to the bridge
over a brook on the map, a few
yards south of the crossroads.
From Pulborow to Arvndel
The road continues southwards
across ‘Pulborow Common’,
turns left, leaves Stane Street,
goes over Broomers Hill,on to
Wickford Bridge over the River
Chilt, then near ‘Wickenholt’
(Wiggonholt), leaves the A283
to pass west of Parham Park on
Rackham Street, goes through
Amberley, crosses the river at Houghton Bridge, and
up the escarpment to Arundel by the same road as
today, an exhausting 55 miles from the Standard in
Cornhill. Between Dorking and Arundel, the only place
of any size is Billingshurst, so it was a very rural road,
much of it on (or sunk in) deep and miry Weald clay
country, but also crossing the dryer greensand twice,
starting and finishing this 30 mile segment on the dry
chalk. Only 10½ more miles to go to Chichester!
References
1 E Turner, High Roads in Sussex in the 17th and 18th
Centuries, SAC Vol XIX, p153-169
2 Quoted in RK Philp, The History of Progress in Great
Britain, Houlston & Wright, 1866
3 TP Hudson, Ed., A History of the County of Sussex
Vol 6, pt 2, Victoria County History, 1986
4 Turnpike dates and routes from B Austin, Turnpike
Routes to Horsham, Sussex Industrial History No 38,
p17-29, 2008
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Rudgwick Preservation Society
Walks Programme Summer 2010
All walks are on Tuesday evenings, are open to all
and start at 7.00pm.
Again this year, we are able to run the full programme of 15 walks. The late
Stan Smith started these walks to be included in the WSCC booklet. As a
result of budget cuts, WSCC are no longer producing this valuable resource.
Originally it covered East & West Sussex and was free, but East Sussex
wanted to charge for it, and the single programme split into two. Ironically, in recent years it has been
free in East Sussex but cost £1 in West Sussex. I fear we may not see it again. But the Preservation
Society will continue with our walks which are on our web site (see rudgwick-rps.org.uk), and will
hopefully also be on the WSCC website, buried deep in Tourism & Leisure.
The average walk is 4 miles in 2 hours. These walks are fun, and often end in the pub. Our thanks go
yet again to the Claytons for their kind permission for our annual pilgrimage to Baynards Station.
Thanks also to our excellent local pubs: please support them with your custom.
2010 Sunsets: May 4th 20.30; June 22nd 21.22; Aug 3rd 20.46; Aug 10th 20.34.

Bank Holidays: 3rd & 31st

May.

Tuesday
May 4th
May 11th
May 18th
May 25th
June 1st
June 8th

Leader(s)
David Buckley
John Connold
Roger Nash
Bridget & David Cozens
Geoff Ayres
Malcolm Francis and
Geoff Ayres
John Connold
Roger Nash
Bill Jarratt
Anne-Marie Nash
Eric Slade
Keith Linscott
Bridget & David Cozens
Keith Linscott
Geoff Ayres

June 15th
June 22nd
June 29th
July 6th
July 13th
July 20th
July 27th
Aug 3rd
Aug 10th

Starting at
Grid Ref TQThe Fox (Bucks Green)
078330
The Sussex Oak (Warnham)
158337
Mucky Duck (Tismans Common) 067323
The Red Lyon (Slinfold)
118315
The Blue Ship (The Haven)
084305
King’s Head (to Baynards stn.)
Whitehall lay-by (Cranleigh)
The Wheatsheaf (Ellens Green)
King’s Head (Church St.)
Dedisham Farm (A281)
King’s Head (Church St.)
Mucky Duck (Tismans Common)
Chequers (Rowhook)
The Blue Ship (The Haven)
Pephurst lay-by (Loxwood Rd.)

090343
078380
098358
090343
109329
090343
067323
122342
084305
056318

Please park considerately. At the Blue Ship & the Mucky Duck, park in the lane beyond the pub. At
Rowhook the parking is up the lane next to the pub not at the front. At the King’s Head use the far end
of the car park. The Whitehall lay-by is at the bottom of the dip before Cranleigh, on East side of the
B2128. At Dedisham Farm park as directed, on the grass verge near the bridge over the Arun. Take
great care turning off A281; recommend you approach the entrance from the Horsham side. The Red
Lyon at Slinfold was previously called The King’s Head and the Village Inn. Dogs will not be allowed
onto Baynards Station.

Geoff Ayres
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A View from Rudgwick Ridge
Roger Nash
Many of us get to the top of a hill, wish we knew what
we were looking at, and walk on. With the
accompanying diagram, you can now work out what
features you can see, how far they are away (relative
to other points in the landscape) and what their heights
above sea level are. You cannot do this from your map
because you can see so much further than the extent
of your map.
First, you will need to have walked up to the high point
in the path from Lynwick Street to Baynards, or walked
along the ridge from Rudgwick church. The precise
location of this diagram is on the concrete path through
Woodsomes farmland where it crosses by the Sussex

choose a clear day you can pick out surprising detail.
Kithurst is 213 m high (tip, the view is sometimes good
of a summer’s evening such as the ones RPS have on
our Tuesday walks!).
The furthest easterly point you can see on the South
Downs is Ditchling Beacon, also the furthest away, and
the highest point. You will need to have walked
forward to see it, and the visibility needs to be clear.
But in the middle distance is Christ’s Hospital poking
up over the trees. The water tower can be seen from
many vantage points in Sussex, and was of use both
to German bombers and our pilots returning in the
1940s.

D

Border Path. Walk a few metres down to see the
extreme westerly points which are hidden by the
curving wooded hillside of Rudgwick. Rudgwick itself is
surprisingly invisible among the trees, but you can spot
the old school in Bucks Green, Weyhurst Farm in
Tisman’s Common, and vehicles on Haven Road to
name but three landmarks.
This view features in both Rudgwick Walks and Walks
Around Rudgwick. Why not copy this diagram to keep
it handy for your next walk? Take binoculars if you
have them.
The view due south is of Kithurst Hill on the South
Downs above Storrington. If you are fortunate to

Truleigh Hill is the highest point on the ridge from
Devil’s Dyke to Upper Beeding, distinctive for its
communication masts. Look too for low points in the
Downs, such as the Adur Gap north of Shoreham and,
further west, the Arun Gap at Amberley. Everybody
looks for Chanctonbury Ring, from here just ‘left’ of
south, but not as clear cut as it was before the 1987
storm destroyed its profile.
To the south west, the more wooded downs are best
known for the two hills that take us to the coastal
towns and Chichester: Bury Hill and Duncton Hill.
Don’t expect them to be obvious as the roads use low
points in the escarpment. Heyshott Down, south of
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Midhurst, is the highest point in this direction, almost
exactly the same height as Chanctonbury Ring, but not
as distinctive.
The last thing to note is that as far round to the right as
you can see are the hills of the greensand ridge which
swings round the western Weald to Bedham, most
notably Blackdown, the highest of all the hills seen
from many places around Rudgwick. It is always a
surprise that these sandstone hills are higher than the
chalk downs in places. This is for a number of reasons.
The chalk hills are more easily weathered by solution
despite chalk’s hard appearance, and the sandstone
contains some surprisingly resistant beds. In addition
some of the highest points are also structural features
(east of Bedham structural influence is muted so the

greensand at Pulborough is less obvious). Blackdown
is part of a local dome (an anticline) raised up in
distant geological time within the larger Wealden
dome, which is why it has such an obvious escarpment
facing south and dip slope to the north. The other side
of this dome is Telegraph Hill which has a lower north
facing escarpment. In between is the Fernhurst Vale.
The stresses produced in raising the dome left the
sandstone cap rock in between weakened and more
easily eroded (a denuded anticline). Of course the
same processes have slowly happened to the Weald
as a whole, which is why you are looking out over the
Low Weald to the South Downs, and why Rudgwick’s
little ridge is as high as it is – resistant sandstone beds
in the Weald clay. I leave you to work out which Surrey
hills you are looking at if you walk on to Baynards!

The Cricketers
..aka The Mucky Duck
The Stan Smith Archive has few objects, as
opposed to paper documents, but recently
the opportunity to acquire the old pub sign
that longstanding Rudgwick residents will
remember stood proudly outside the pub in
Tisman’s Common was too good to miss. It
will give you some idea of its size when I tell
you it only just fitted in the back of my car!
We must thank Sheila Domenet, whose late
husband John ‘rescued’ the sign many years
ago. It was stored in the garage of their
Loxwood Road house. A conversation with
Roger at the Mucky Duck alerted me to its
existence last year, so when I bumped into
Sheila a few weeks ago I asked her about it,
and on showing it to me she suddenly said
“Do you want it?”. I was pleased to say yes
on behalf of RPS. For the time being it will
remain at my house, as there is nowhere
else to keep it. It needs a little tlc as the tin is
not firmly nailed to its frame, which itself has
rotted on the bottom. More challenging is the
quality of the paintwork which is peeling a
little, mainly on the side not illustrated. There
are airgun pellet holes on both sides, more
unsightly (and unseemly) on the same side
as the peeling paint.
If anyone knows of any way the paintwork might be preserved or restored, bearing in mind it is painted on
metal, please let me know.
The Cricketers was built in the 1850s as a beer house, on land enclosed from the common. It is been known
for a long time that cricket was probably played in the vicinity. A field at Tisman’s Crossways was called
Cricket Field as long ago as the1840s. Edwin Napper of Tismans was a first class cricketer whose playing
career was from 1839-1862. It is highly likely that this explains the choice of name.

Roger Nash
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Rudgwick Preservation Society

SPRING MEETING
and
AGM
Monday April 26th 2010
At 7.30pm Rudgwick Hall, Bucks Green

Films Down Memory Lane
Dr Frank Gray

Dr Frank Gray, Director of the Screen Archive South East, will talk about
early film-making in the region and the work of the archive.
The Screen Archive South East works to collect, preserve and make
accessible moving images of the South East of England. The collection
includes corporate documentaries, promotional material produced for
seaside resorts, cine club material, films made by independent filmmakers and family films. Frank will show a selection of films from the
archive focussing on the areas close to Rudgwick which will include
films of Horsham and Guildford.

All welcome
Picture - Horsham Cricket Week and Grand Carnival 1913
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